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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.
Then fill in the answer on your answer document.

Cassie’s teacher asked her to write a story from the perspective of an
animal. Read Cassie’s story and look for any corrections she should
make. Then answer the questions that follow.
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A Day in the Life of an Ant

(1) “Everything seems so big and bright out here!” I exclaimed.  

(2) It was my first day out of the dark, warm surroundings of the ant

nursery, and as I looked around, I was amazed.  (3) There were bushes,

trees, and flowers in every direction.  (4) I was thrilled to be out in the

world and especially excited to be a worker ant.  (5) I would be making

an important contribution to my colony.  (6) Suddenly I felt a jolt as the

ant behind me crashed into my back.

(7) “Move,” she said.  (8) “Your holding up the line.”
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(9) “Sorry,” I apologized.  (10) “I can’t stop looking at all the beauty

around me.”

(11) “Just get out of the way!” she yelled.

(12) My antennas shook with embarrassment as I quickly ran along

the path.  (13) I soon caught up to the ant in front of me.  (14) The

cracks in the ground didn’t slow me down at all.  (15) My six legs and

clawed feet gave me great balanse.  (16) I felt as though I could do

anything.  (17) And was even thinking about running up the next stalk

of grass. 

(18) “Keep moving,” griped the angry ant behind me.

(19) “Sorry,” I apologized again.

(20) “What’s the problem here?” grumbled another ant.  (21) I

turned my head to see one of the biggest, meanest-looking ants I had

ever saw.  (22) She had long legs and a pair of large, jagged jaws.  

(23) I assumed she was one of the soldier ants that my nursemaid ant

had warned me about.  (24) The soldier ant scolded, “the queen and our

baby sisters are counting on you to bring back food, so there’s no time

for messing around!  (25) You two get moving, or you’ll have to answer

to me!”  (26) The other worker ant gave me a look that made all six of

my legs shake with fear.

(27) “Yes, ma’am!” we called out at the same time.  (28) We lowered

our heads and sped down the path.  (29) I decided right then that I

needed to keep my mind on my work.  (30) If I kept making mistakes, I

would probably be yelled at again by one of the soldier ants.  (31) The

image of those powerful jaws made me shiver.  (32) Most importantly,

the thought of letting down the queen and our little sisters was too

much to bear.  (33) From now on I would keep my eyes on the trail and

my thoughts to myself.  (34) I would try my hardest to gather plenty of

food, I wanted to become the very best worker ant our colony has ever

had!
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23 What change needs to be made in sentence 8?

A Delete the quotation marks at the beginning of the sentence

B Change Your to You’re

C Change the period to a comma

D No change needs to be made.

24 What change should be made in sentence 15?

F Insert a comma after legs

G Change gave to given

H Change great to grate

J Change balanse to balance

25 What is the correct way to write sentence 17?

A And was even thinking about running. Up the next stalk of grass.

B I was even thinking about running up the next stalk of grass.

C I was even thinking about running, I would go up the next stalk of grass.

D Sentence 17 is written correctly in the story.
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26 How should sentence 21 be changed?

F Change to see to there was

G Change biggest to bigest

H Change meanest-looking to most meanest-looking

J Change saw to seen

27 What change needs to be made in sentence 24?

A Delete the comma after scolded

B Change the to The

C Change there’s to theirs

D No change is needed in sentence 24.

28 What is the correct way to write sentence 34?

F I would try my hardest to gather plenty of food because I wanted to become
the very best worker ant. That our colony has ever had!

G I would try my hardest to gather plenty of food because I wanted to become.
The very best worker ant our colony has ever had!

H I would try my hardest to gather plenty of food. Wanting to become the very
best worker ant our colony has ever had!

J I would try my hardest to gather plenty of food. I wanted to become the very
best worker ant our colony has ever had!

BE SURE YOU HAVE RECORDED ALL OF YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE ANSWER DOCUMENT.


